SOLATUBE 290/300
(14 IN / 355 MM)
290/300 DS LED LIGHT KIT

290/300DS LIGHT KIT
SCALE 3:1
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NOTES:
1. STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS (PLYWOOD, RAFTERS, DRYWALL ETC.) BY OTHERS & SHOWN FOR REFERENCE ONLY.
2. ALL TUBE JOINTS & SEAMS TAPED WITH 2" FOIL TAPE (NOT SHOWN).
3. DIMENSIONS IN BRACKETS ARE METRIC UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
4. 6" MIN. CLEARANCE SHOULD BE MAINTAINED FROM ALL SOLATUBE COMPONENTS AND OTHER PLENUM COMPONENTS.

A BOTTOM OF LED MUST BE PLACED A MINIMUM OF 6" [152MM] FROM ANY LENS MATERIAL

B PLACE DAYLIGHT DIMMER A MINIMUM OF 4" [102MM]
FROM TOP OF LED HEAT SINK IF INSTALLED IN CONJUNCTION
WITH LED LIGHT KIT.

DIFFUSER / NATURAL EFFECT LENS